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HOME GAME



INTRODUCTION

Sport’s marketers are always looking for the next best thing to enhance the reach and reputation
of their brand. Whether you are a college team game day marketer or in charge of sponsor
partnerships, the advantage of location-based app push notification is prominent throughout the
entire sport’s advertising space. 

This playbook has put together some of the most profitable touchpoints for a team to reach their
fans during a home game. These suggestions offer solutions for user install increases, expanding
sponsorship opportunities, and lifting user engagement to a whole new level. Whether two
messages fit your goals or all of them benefit your app strategy - this playbook promises
significant results. 
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DAY BEFORE THE GAME

G E N E R A T E  H Y P E  W I T H  Y O U R  F A N S



Create a message that hits all users with
the team’s hype video a day early as an
incentive for app downloads. This would
be a broadcast message sent to all users. 

Push users at the airport with location-
based welcome messages right as they
land. Your message will be the first thing
they see when the phone comes off
airplane mode. Geofence the airport and
set the message to send when an app user
enters the geofence.

The day before your team plays, there is an energy that hits homes, communities, and campuses
alike. This is the time to turn up the volume! With premier tactics for app to user engagement in
black, and the plays to make in blue, let’s run the field on collegiate app home game push
strategies.
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PREGAME

T U R N   U P  T H E  V O L UM E  ON  E N G A G EM E N T



Tailgating starts early in the day. Coolers, food, chairs, and tents fill the tailgating area, and
team colors are proudly on display. This is a great time to personalize messaging with sponsor
offerings that fit your users’ current goals. Food, beverages, local retail, and radio sponsorship
promotions sent to tailgaters pregame have a higher rate of redemption for those last-minute
items. Set geofences around the tailgating areas and schedule the messages to send at a specific
time or right when they enter the area.

What about your downtown fans? You know, the ones that find the best bars and restaurants
to socialize with friends and talk about the upcoming game. Send messages to reach these
users when they enter the downtown area and promote the restaurant and bar sponsors to
increase their game-day revenue, thus adding value to their sponsorship position. This is a
feature that will sell itself, as restaurants/bars would love the opportunity to be the downtown
spot of their team. Geofence the downtown area and set a sponsor promo message to send when
fans enter that area.

Game Day often offers a few different types of experiences for team fans. Segment your
messaging to ensure everyone is reached with the information that relates to their ideal
experience.
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Promotion options for downtown are not limited
to the bar and restaurant promos, either.
Consider the hype messages that will amp up
rivalries and invite fans to post-game events. Set
geofences around hotspots for home team fans and
schedule messages to send at set times or when 

As the time counts down and it’s thirty minutes
to game time, it helps to send a reminder
message to all your fans that it is almost time for
the game to begin. Set a message to send to all
users 30 minutes prior to the start of the game.

fans enter.

For the tailgaters and downtown revelers alike, this
reminder sets the tone for what comes next: game-
time!
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GAMETIME

D E L I V E R  S P O N S O R  P R OMO T I O N S  &

I N C R E A S E  D OWN L O A D S



Adding in the extra incentive for in-stadium fans goes a long way, as well. Offer premium
promotions for those that attend the games, and it’s a guaranteed win! Geofence the stadium
and schedule messages to send at a specific time or when they enter the stadium. 

Growing your team’s app is essential. Driving that growth requires reaching fans at the right
moment. What moment is better than when all the fans are staring at the jumbotron? Adding a
CTA on the big screen to download the app in order to receive a high-level offering from one
of your sponsors. The incentive will get them installed, and the user experience will keep them
coming back for more. Set the promotional message to send once the user has signed up between a
specific time or date range.

Hype up the crowd with messages directing the fans to find the mascot hidden among the
stands or detailing times for photo ops with the mascot. Schedule a message to send at a specific
time for fans within the stadium geofence. On a convenient note, once a geofence has been
established around a place, it is saved for future use and messages. No need to create a new one!

As the game nears the end and fans are either in celebration or disbelief, it’s time to spread the
word that the fun doesn’t end yet. Its time for the messages that will leave a lasting impression -
postgame!

As the game begins there a few moments that can make the difference in the experience that a
fan receives. Sponsors receive an added touchpoint with fans when you send offers to app users
during the game.
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POSTGAME

C A P I T A L I Z E  ON  A N  O U T C OM E  &

P R OMO T E  E V E N T S



Offer sponsor promotions based
on the outcome of the game right
when it matters most. Use the
stadium geofence and send a
message as fans leave the area.

Drinking responsibly is important
to all communities and schools.
Navigate fans to uber/lyft pick up
points, and where they can find
local transportation to head
downtown. Use the stadium
geofence and set a message to send
after the time a game ends and when
they exit the geofence.

Heading home? Thank fans for spending the
game day with their team, and offer “free when
you fill up” promotions to send them to
sponsor’s gas stations. Geofence the parking area
and set a message to send when the fan leaves 

The party doesn’t have to stop when the game is
over! Let fans know what downtown
establishments offer after-game specials and
where each team’s fans are
celebrating/wallowing after the game. Using your
downtown geofence, set a message to send once
the fan re-enters the downtown area after

the geofence.

the game. 

Right as the game ends, an outcome message can aid in the celebration or soften the blow of
defeat.
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Implementing a sound strategy for engaging fans on a mobile level offers a form of
communication that is personal to the fan’s preferred experience. From the moment
they put on their team colors to the moment they head home, every touchpoint will
offer a relevant offer and message to curate an unforgettable experience. 

BoardActive is the mobile app solution that creates this next-level interactive
experience between team and fans. Between the advanced push notification ability and
patented geolocation technology, engaging and retaining users has never been easier. 

Our experts have a wide range of offerings in response to partnering with collegiate
sport’s teams and believe that there is power in seeing the technology yourself. 
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AWAY GAME



A note from our expert: I’d like to start by
talking about a few best practices in sports
marketing. Table stakes for successfully
utilizing mobile marketing for your game-day
strategy. 

The first thing you need to do is promote your
app wherever else you are marketing. So, on
your website, in conjunction with ticket sales,
digital kiosk advertising, during live events,
etc.  You should not only let your target
audience know that you have an app, but also
highlight some of the benefits of using it so
they understand the value.

Secondly, there are certain benefits, perks,
discounts, content, or merchandise that need
to be only available in the app. The hype video
drop in the home game playbook is a good
example. This type of incentive really speaks to
the desire fans have for a VIP experience.

Lastly, one of the in-app benefits should be a
reward for sharing the app. A great coupon
code for an exceptional discount is a good
example.

Utilizing these tactics within your app strategy
sets you ahead of the game and puts your
app's best foot forward. 

INTRODUCTION
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The challenge that sports marketers face with away games is creating an experience that is
memorable and on par with the home game encounter. The solution? Allow your fans to feel as if
they are traveling with the team instead of to them. Using mobile marketing tactics featured in
this playbook, your app will increase downloads and engagement while creating opportunities to
drive revenue no matter the location.



DAY BEFORE THE GAME

T R A V E L  W I T H  T H E  T E AM



Reach fans when they reach the city of the away game. Celebrate their travels to the game
with a welcome message, and offer events and meetups that are happening for the team while
in town. Provide links within the message to location maps for easy wayfinding. Geofence the
city of the away game and set the message to trigger when the fan enters the geofence. Set this
message 1-2 days before the game for the early arrivers.

Leading up to the away game, build the anticipation for the rivalry between teams and the events
in the town fans will be visiting when they attend the game. The best way to do this is to get fans
right when they reach the city. 
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PREGAME

S P O N S O R S  E X T E N D  T H E I R  R E A C H



Target tailgate areas to pump up fans in preparation for the game. Trash talking the rival team
is totally permitted and welcomed for the added spice to get fans ready for kickoff. This is a
great time to deliver the information for social content and videos to hype the game up.
Geofence the tailgate areas, and trigger a message to send when fans enter that location.

Send messages to all the fans that are in the away game area to incentivize attending the
game. Utilize the away game and team sponsors to offer premium promotions that fans get
only if they attend the stadium game. Use the city geofence to send a scheduled message to the
fans within that geofence.

Just as with the home game, let fans know when game time is getting closer. Schedule a
message to send 30 minutes prior to the game start time to all users within the city geofence.

All of the away game notifications your app provides are great opportunities for new or extended
sponsorship. A major home game stadium sponsor or advertiser may want to extend their reach to
away game fans. In fact, many stadium sponsors would jump on the chance to continue their
advertising opportunities across multiple stadiums. Each away game is a chance for advertisers to
sponsor the communication for those locations, as well. Give that VIP experience to fans who
travel to the away games with incentives only received through the geolocation triggered
messages in the away game’s city.
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GAMETIME

H Y P E  F A N S  A T  AWA Y  G AM E S  &

E N C O U R A G E  D OWN L O A D S



Send fans directions to the local parking areas and ride-sharing locations to ensure no one has
trouble navigating the new stadium. Schedule a message to send a few hours before the game
with the audience segmented to those who entered the city geofence that day.

Encourage new downloads by offering a referral link/QR code fans can easily share to earn an
extra sponsor supplied incentive for both themselves and the new user. Schedule a message
to send during halftime with the shareable link/QR code to all fans.

Home game support is always heavy, so with your team facing a crowd of rival fans, it pays to
entice some loud encouragement for your team. Schedule a message to send at kickoff time to
all players who visited the stadium geofence that day. 

It’s time for the game to begin! Your app is the perfect tool to act as a local guide for fans that are
in a new city attending away games. Increase downloads with game attendees, and provide
instant access to team updates.
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POSTGAME

C E L E B R A T E  T H E  W I N ,

C O N S O L E  T H E  L O S S



The final score is in. Did your team sweep the game? Was it close? Did you lose? Celebrate
with the fans or console the loss at the right time to make it count. Schedule a message to
send based on the outcome of the game, and set it to send at a specific time.  

The next game is right around the corner. Rile up the fans with another victory in the future or
with a chance to redeem themselves with the next adversary. Include revenue opportunities
with this message such as limited offer gear, high-level promotions from sponsors, and even
options to purchase tickets. Schedule a message to send within a specific time on this day.

The game has ended, and your team is either in celebration mode or it’s time to console your fans.
Send outcome-based messages to support your fan’s experience. This is also the best time to
reach out to fans to let them know the next opportunity to see the team play with revenue lifts
enclosed. What does that look like?

Away games are a perfect time to give fans the personalized experience that
they want. The goal is to make them feel like they weren’t there just watching
their team, but that they are a part of it. The best way to increase engagement
and downloads while creating new revenue opportunities is to provide a value
that fans cannot ignore.
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SPECIAL EVENTS



INTRODUCTION

Special events are the sports marketer’s golden goose. These events capitalize on the escalating
excitement of fans, schools, and sponsors alike. Championships, Rival Games, and Conference
tournaments draw in larger monetization opportunities and widen a team’s fanbase. With the best
tactics for hitting the best touchpoints in the fan’s journey for these types of events, let’s roll out
the playbook.
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“I think that [the playbook] is super great at getting
across what's important to do and when to do it. I
think it'd be great to have a chapter on an isolated
sports event (like hosting a championship or qualifier)
and getting engagement with that. Overall I think it's a
great resource so far.” 

- Morningside College Sports Marketing 

“Wow! That was really good. I was in charge of the
student section mobile app for UNCW and I could
relate to just about all of this.”

- University of North Carolina of Wilmington Sports
Marketing 

“[The playbook] is very informational and highlights
the different actions a marketing team needs to take
thoroughly. I know my team has focused a lot on
pushing our app downloads so mentioning that
throughout the playbook was important and also
realistic. I also like how it’s split into pre-game, game
time, and post-game in each section. It’s easier to
follow and allows a deeper insight! I know these are
just the first few chapters but I think it is off to a great
start!!!”

- University of South Florida Sports Marketing



DAY BEFORE THE GAME

E S C A L A T E  T H E  E A R L Y  E X C I T E M E N T



Merchandise sells in droves for special events. Fans want to rep their favorite teams and
making a statement on supporting a team is more important than ever. Craft a message that
offers app users a special gear incentive. Whether it is “free with purchase” or a percentage off, the
fans appreciate the deal exclusive to them. Broadcast to all users. 

Ticket sales for special events are typically higher than an average game. Utilize the demand
and offer package deals to app users. For example, work with sponsors or partner businesses
to group air, hotel, and tickets into one package at a slightly reduced rate. The fans that are
hesitant to make an out of town trip may need that extra promotional nudge to turn wishful
thinking into a plan. Set your bundle message to send to all users after the game that leads to the
special event. Fan’s minds are already on the upcoming game and they have a heavy dose of team
pride to aid their purchasing decision. 

Leading up to a big game, especially rival games, there is a lot of excitement, trash-talking, and
team pride. These are perfect sentiments to accentuate with hype videos, messages from the
team, and overall ambient content to keep the attitude going. Send broadcast 

The big events always have big fanfare. From pep rallies to event promotion, the game will
generate subsidiary events that are the perfect moments to engage fans. Set a geofence around
the school and/or local communities. Trigger the message to send a few days before the event with
ticket purchase options, directions to the event location, and sponsors of the event whenever the fan
enters one of the geofences.

       messages to all users. 

The opportunities to reach fans before a primetime event are extended in comparison to an
average game. For the weeks leading up to a championship game, conference, or a rival team
game - fan hype is where it is at.
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PREGAME

F E E D  F A N S  A N  E X P E R I E N C E  A T  HOM E

O R  I N  T H E  S T A N D S



Many teams are not lucky enough to have a championship hosted in their home stadium. This
means traveling for fans that want to attend. Even with a great deal, that is not always in the
books for someone’s schedule or budget. So, how do these fans receive an experience that
matches? Watch parties. Messages with local downtown sponsor’s offerings for game day
watch parties are a great idea. A bonus if you include a deal for the app users specifically. Does
the school host its own watch party in the stadium or theater? Promote the event the same
way. Use the community geofence to trigger the message to send with locations, deals, and event
pricing (if applicable).

You can also target fans that are throwing their own watch parties with sponsor offerings for
local catering, deals on party essentials, and more. Use the same community geofence to trigger
these “at-home” promotional messages. 

Increasing downloads is always a priority for apps. With many fans turning to mobile
engagement for their information and planning, express the value of the app’s VIP experience.
Incentivize fans with rewards for gaining new downloads. Schedule a message to send to all users
before the game that offers them free drink vouches or a percentage off of gear with new downloads
and include a download link they can share.

As with all pregame tactics, sending a reminder message when the game is close to starting is
important. With food and beer on the brain, we all need a little reminder to get our heads in
the game. Schedule a broadcast message to all fans about 30 minutes prior to the 

       game start time.

The day of the game has an energy that is unmatched. People are ready for what is to come, and
the marketing for this day is integral to give fans the best experience possible. From watch parties
for those that cannot attend in person to involving fans in the game day promos - there is a
message for everyone.
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GAMETIME

MA K E  T H E  MO S T  O F  Y O U R  S P O N S O R ’ S

P R OMO S  &  P A R T N E R S H I P S



As the game begins, let attending fans know of the unique promo opportunities your team has.
A free throw contest to win a signed swag item? Photo ops with the MVP after the game? You
can even host a game-day gear auction with bids happening in the mobile app throughout the
game. Geofence the stadium and set promo messages to trigger when users enter.  

Many team sponsors are local businesses. This is great for promotions within your own
stadium, but how can you generate revenue and extend that sponsor’s reach for large events
in other locations? Easy. Offer special deals fans can use when they get back to town with
proof of game attendance. This idea can be used for big events, even if your team isn’t
participating in them. If you have a team fan that is a huge college football fan, as well - getting
promotions for their hometown favorites while at the game will give a very specific VIP
impression. Use the stadium geofence and set messages to send when the fan enters the area.
Schedule a broadcast message to all fans about 30 minutes prior to the game start time.

Game time is the right time….to level up the fan experience. What is your team offering to make
this an unforgettable impression on each fan? Are you marketing a unique promotional idea? Do
you have some interesting new sponsors? More importantly, are you maximizing the reach of
your existing sponsors?
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POSTGAME

E N D  ON  A  H I G H :  W I N  O R  L O S E



Fans love a reminder of the all great moments the season has brought. Most teams don’t have
the bandwidth to construct personalized scrapbooks, so the digital option is definitely the way
to go. After a championship game, send out a recap video that features the highlights of the
season, ending on the best moments of the current game. Broadcast the message to all of your
fans a few hours after the game.

The game ends, but the fun doesn’t. Celebrate a win and replace the bitterness of defeat with
local events for your team’s fans. Include the places that are hosting your team’s after parties
and special offerings for the fans that have the app downloaded. Geofence the downtown area
of the championship location, and set messages to send when fans enter the area.

The game is over and it is either time to celebrate or to console. Outcome-based messages are
integral to lead fans into the next event; whether that is the next season, hype for the next game,
or opportunities for other sports to get some interest lift.
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Special events in college sports are a pastime that will forever hold a special
place in the minds of fans. People wait all year for the experience, and its sports
marketers job to live up to and exceed the expectations of these fans. Adapt
tactics to hit fans when it matters, and capitalize on the sponsorship your team
has to leave a lasting impression. With a few key messages at the right time in
the right place, your revenue, engagement, and downloads will hit an all-time
high.


